Points of Agreement to solve the problem of al-Maʿāshīq Palace in Aden

29 February 2016

1. Hand over two checkpoints at the Maʿāshīq gates to the Southern Resistance in Krater\(^1\) under the leadership of Mālik Hirhirah in which there are 40 men.
2. Obligate the Maʿāshīq Guards to grant 75 external rotations to the men of the Popular Resistance of Krater.
3. Evacuate the wounded by land or air, on the arrival of an official endorsement.
4. Add martyrs in the list of Martyrs of the Capital of Aden.
5. Assign a committee to follow up on the situation of the wounded at the Sābr and al-Naqīb Hospitals in Aden.
6. Integrate the Krater Popular Committee into the army and security as quickly as possible.
7. Deliver salaries to all the al-Maʿāshīq guards immediately upon receipt [of this document].
8. The last problem of the injured and their treatment will be undertaken in the Sābr and al-Naqīb Hospitals and the transferal of cases that require treatment abroad to [means of] travel.
9. To call on the group of people trained in Saudi Arabia to begin their work tomorrow, on Tuesday, 1 March.


\(^{1}\) A suburb of Aden.

[Unofficial translation by PSRP]